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Web-Based Real Estate Brokerage and Location
Intel Services for Retail and Hospitality Brands

CEOCFO: Mr. Baldwin, would you tell us the idea behind SiteZeus?
Mr. Baldwin: SiteZeus aims to deliver extremely powerful location intelligence and real 
estate brokerage services to retail and hospitality brands through a powerful yet intuitive 
web-based technology. At the highest level, the idea behind SiteZeus is to define a new 
standard for retail brands and real estate brokers to follow alike. Simply put, the real 
estate industry is quite archaic and there is a large opportunity for SiteZeus to improve 
upon, to the benefit of all parties. 

At it’s core, the idea behind SiteZeus is to act as big data engine, aggregating and 
consuming billions of diverse data points relevant to retailers, restaurants alike, 
transforming this overwhelming data noise in actionable, decision making data in real 
time. At the same time we pride ourselves on the user experience that deploys this 
engine. It will be one of the most intuitive web based, big data applications in use today. 

CEOCFO: How does your concept differ from what might be currently available 
elsewhere?
Mr. Baldwin: Today, what exists, are three main categories of location intelligence. In 
order of sophistication, they are Retail Brokers, GIS Applications and GIS Consultants. 
We are replacing all three in a sense by combining a super-intuitive big data technology 
with unparalleled brokerage services at no cost. More importantly, the immediate and 
real-time insight and value creation of our technology is far deeper than anything that 
exists today. Pair that with well experienced brokerage talent and you’ve got the 
revolutionary approach that defines us.

CEOCFO: Once you realized the need for this technology, was it just a matter of going through the steps?
Mr. Baldwin: No, for us it was a completely organic process with bits of luck and timing hidden everywhere. My brother 
Keenan and I had hands on experience in scaling two retail brands which is where the idea was birthed. We met our CTO 
through a series of connections and ended up founding the company shortly thereafter. The partnership has flourished 
into a tightly bound friendship and powerful team. It has taken the collective talents of all three of us and more importantly 
the individuals and team members we continue to add. Great people are by far the most important resource to our 
business and continued success.

CEOCFO: When a company is using your service, what might be an area that you look at that does not generally 
go in the mix?
Mr. Baldwin: Great Question, we source over three billion data points across the nation from household demographics to 
spending patterns, trip patterns as well as climate, competitive and Point of Interest data sets. Living in the big data world, 
our data hunt is never ending. To answer the question our platform transforms this massive database into a completely 
unique view of what the core attributes are driving sales. This user Experience will be the defining feature of SiteZeus 
over time and something that will directly show attributes that “do not generally go in the mix”.

CEOCFO: Is the service available today?
Mr. Baldwin: Yes, about six months ago, we launched a beta program with fifteen local regional and national brands. Our 
official product launch is May 14th which we will be widely publicizing. It’s an exciting time for us.

CEOCFO: What have you learned in the beta test and what will be different the day of the launch?
Mr. Baldwin: Keep it simple. With technology, big data tech specifically, the fundamental challenge is to deliver a product 
or service that can take an overwhelming amount of data and transform it into something usable. This requires designing 
an extremely intuitive user interfaces and experience that brings simplicity to the complexity of what you’re solving for. 
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With SiteZeus we have done exactly that. We learned though the beta program that we needed to solve for ease-of-use 
and comprehensibility beyond just great location intelligence. That is exactly what we have done and we are deploying a 
concise yet incredible set of really powerful features that our client brands are going to launch with.

CEOCFO: Has the market been looking for a better way or is it they are happy when they realize SiteZeus exists?
Mr. Baldwin: I think real estate site selection has been plagued for decades. There has never been a crystal ball when it 
comes to the decision making around real estate which has lead brands to rely heavily on a combination of gut decisions, 
local broker knowledge and expensive GIS consulting. To date, brands have been thrilled about SiteZeus because they 
now have the ability to control and own a process that was traditionally only available or capable to data scientists, GIS 
consultants and extremely large brands. Beyond that, the marriage between our technology and retail brokerage services 
delivers an experience and result that no brokerage or software company can parallel today.

CEOCFO: Are you able to take into account things like the locals zoning board considering changes?
Mr. Baldwin: Yes, beyond our automated data stack, we allow brands to include there own unique attributes that could, 
or do effect sales performance. Simply put, if we have not soured a national data for that specific attribute then you have 
the ability to include in a very fast and effective way as a user. This data could be used to play out hypothetical scenarios 
as well. The entire application is forward looking tool. 

CEOCFO: Do you have some other services?
Mr. Baldwin: Yes, our key differentiator as a business is how we are merging two, traditionally segregated, business 
models into one, ultimately providing a better experience and a more calculated science behind retail site selection. Our 
services beyond the technology include retail brokerage services which involve taking the actionable information from our 
technology and executing on real estate leases and acquisitions for our client brands. 

CEOCFO: You recently did a funding. Where will that take you?
Mr. Baldwin: We plan on getting us to profitability over the next eighteen months. We feel it is going to help us launch the 
product, build a pipeline onboard the next round of key individuals we are hiring to help grow the business both on the 
development side of the technology and the brokerage side as well. We feel that over the next eighteen months it should 
be at profitability. I think there is the potential for a Series-B raise given high growth over the next six to twelve months. I 
believe we may entertain that but we will have to wait until we get there.

That plan is to get to profitability with our Series A capital. You see so many technology companies continue to 
hemorrhage capital with a belief that they can just raise more. We are focusing on fundamentals, brand adoption and 
great technology and services. Over the next 12 months we may entertain a series B raise with an ideal goal that it will be 
deployed as purely strategic growth capital. 

CEOCFO: Why pay attention to SiteZeus?
Mr. Baldwin: I believe we are doing something vastly different from the current landscape while delivering more simplicity 
and sophistication to the real estate industry. Most importantly, at no additional cost to our clients. I think we are on the 
cutting-edge of big data systems infrastructure, inventing newer, faster more powerful ways to compute the ever-growing 
world of data. Through the next five years and beyond, the level of available data will allow us to continue to define what 
location intelligence can really be to an expanding set of users including brokers, developers, mom and pop 
entrepreneurs. We have some exciting plans for the future that will deliver a wider set of value to a wider audience.
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“I think we are on the cutting-edge of big data systems infrastructure, inventing newer, faster more powerful ways to compute the 
ever-growing world of data. Through the next five years and beyond, the level of available data will allow us to continue to define 
what location intelligence can really be to an expanding set of users including brokers, developers, mom and pop entrepreneurs. We 
have some exciting plans for the future that will deliver a wider set of value to a wider audience.” - Hannibal Baldwin


